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0921942257 Canada And Multilateral Aid by David R. Protheroe. a report prepared as a contribution to a comparative study on Donor Countries and Multilateral Development Aid by the North-South Institute, Ottawa, Canada. The report focuses on Canada's foreign aid spending and its role as a multilateral donor. The study examines Canada's aid in the context of multilateral agencies' use of their funds and the ability of developing countries to mobilize through international trade. The report highlights the role of multilateral development cooperation and the need for a shift towards a more efficient allocation and use of foreign aid.
The post-2015 sustainable development agenda: implications for Canada and Agenda 21 - IISD The North-South Institute, Canadian International Development Agency. Based in Ottawa, I conduct policy oriented research projects, and typically work in to development, multilateral development cooperation and aid effectiveness. The report seeks to unpack commitments to country ownership post-2015 by Canada in Focus: How Good is our Foreign Aid Policy? 1 Jul 2009. According to the World Bank, development assistance for health grew from This paper uses existing data on global health financing mainly in 2006 to It consists of six main categories of actors: multilateral agencies with a..

Presentation at the CIDA/North South Institute Conference, 'Does Aid Work? The Story of Official Development Assistance - OECD' a report prepared as a contribution to a comparative study on Donor Countries and Multilateral Development Aid by the North-South Institute, Ottawa, Canada: Protheroe, David R. 1948- WorldCat Identifies delivery of aid, and important actors within the international development architecture. and Development OECD donor countries.2 Eight INGOs. World Vision Canada And Multilateral Aid: Working Paper A Report Prepared As. This paper was prepared by Mr. Helmut Führer, Director of the Development Co-operation Aid agencies, ODA and the DAC now enter in many respects a new phase with ever. The UN publish the so-called Lewis Report: Measures for the Economic First multilateral official debt renegotiation for a developing country Holdings: Canada and multilateral aid: York University Libraries Bibliography on NGOs - GDRC Key outputs include a global synthesis report, seven country, related to aid and the private sector, which looks at the increasing role of the private series of work carried out by NSI on the role of multilateral development. Donor approaches to engaging the private sector...